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ABSTRACT

The neutron spectrum from the decay of the mono-

208pole giant resonance in Pb is calculated using the known

207energy levels of Pb. The particle vibrator model is used

207
t assign spins parities to the measured Pb levels, whe-

t these were not available from experiments. The result of

\!.e Hauser-Feshbach calculation is in excellent agreement

»ith the experimental spectrum, showing that the observed

fast neutrons can be completely explained assuming a statis

tical decay. < ^

NUCLEAR REACTIONS, statistical decay neutrcn spectrum for

EOGR calculated
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1. INTRODUCTION

The decay properties of Giant Resonances are of

special interest for the understanding of structure and dyna

mics of these collective modes of nuclear excitation. Since

Giant Resonances have mostly excitation energies above par-

ticle emission thresholds, they usually decay by particle

emission. The total decay width consists of an "escape width",

which represents the "direct" decay owing to the coupling of

the lp-lh doorway state to the continuum and a "spreading

width" which reflects the coupling to more complicated np-nh

states. For a dominant spreading width all available states

of the residual nucleus are populated following statistical

rules, while for a dominating escape width the decay leads

predominantly to the low lying lh states of the residual nu-

cleus. Besides these two extreme decay modes, which are ge-

nerally used to classify the decay, intermediate preequili-

brium modes are also possible.

The experimental classification of decay branches

as direct, preequilibrium and statistical is often ambiguous,

because there is no experimental procedure for labelling a

given nuclear decay as being due to a particular reaction me

chanism. Rather, we must resort to comparisions between the

average decay properties observed and the predictions of
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specific reaction models. Typically we must resort to argu-

ments wherein deviations from the predictions of a Hauser-

(1 2)Feshbach calculation ' are regarded as evidence for non

statistical contributions to the measured cross sections

The presence of non statiatical decay is of crucial impor-

tance because the study of non statistical decay channels

will provide insights into the microscopic character of the

giant resonances.

For the giant dipole resonance, accordingly to

Cardman , the most direct evidence for non statistical de

cay comes frcm measurements of neutron energy spectra at

Illinois ~ . These are usually compared with the results

of a statistical calculation assuming that the level densi-

ty of the residual nucleus can be represented by

p - p Q exp (Ey/T) (1)

where E is the excitation energy of the residual nucleus

and T is the nuclear temperature, taken to be constant. The

excess neutrons are attributed to a direct process. For hea

vy nuclei this analysis led to the conclusion that 10-15%

of the El GR decays are non statistical'6'. This technique

has been recently employed by Eyrich et al. ( 7 ) to interpret

their measured neutron spectra emitted from the E0 giant re

sonance in Pb.
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Fig. 1 shows the neutron decay spectrum of the

reaction 208Pb(a,a«,n)207Pb, between 13 and 14 MeV excita-

208
tion energy in Pb. The dotted line is the prediction of

the statistical model assuming a level density for Pb

given by equation (1) with T = 0.7 MeV . The excess neu-

trons are interpreted as resulting from a direct decay .

Eyrich et al. ' conclude that besides a dominant statisti-

cal component there is = 15% direct contribution.

However, in all the studies of neutron decay

spectra mentioned above, the excitation energy of the re-

sidual nucleus is not high enough for the level density to

be well represented by equation (1). We can take the neutron

208
spectra from the decay of the E0 giant resonance in Pb

as an example. Since the excitation energy is between 13 and

14 MeV, in the discussion that follows we will assume

Ex = 13.5 MeV for simplicity. Thus the maximum excitation

energy in Pb is 6.1 MeV, because the neutron separation

energy is 7.4 MeV. The levels of Pb are known up to this

(8)
excitation energy . Table I shows the number of levels of

2C 7

Pb compared with the number of levels predicted by equa-

tion (1). We have normalized equation (1) to agree with the

number of known levels in the interval 3-4 MeV. Any other

normalization leads to the same type of disagreement. The

level density of (1) is unable to predict the number of
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levels in this range of excitation energies. It is not sur-

prizing that a level density which does not describe the

actual level density won't predict the measured neutron

spectrum.

We have tried to describe Pb level density

with far more sophisticated functions, like the one given

in ref. 9, without sucess. In order to attribute any devia-

tions from the predictions of the statistical model to di-

rect contributions, the spectra have to be calculated using

the actual levels of Pb.

2. CALCULATION OF NEUTRON SPECTRA

This calculation assumes that the nucleus is

excited to the EO giant resonance by some process. The ab-

sorbed energy E is then thermalized and subsequently dissi^

pated through particle emission. The partial cross sections,

a^, for the various decay channels are governed by penetra-

bilities, i.e.(1'2),

à TL (EX-QÍ}

a, (E ) - oAE) *<- Lü tf
X (2)

> a (E )
iv -f\ \

s« (Ex V

where af(Ex) is the formation cross section that excites the

nucleus to the energy Ex; T^g (E) is the transmission coef-

ficient for the ith decay channel, at an energy E above its



threshold; E = E -Q,, Q. is the reaction threshold for the

ith channel; s and I are the spin and angular momentum of

the ejected particle and k is the number of open channels .

The evaluation of the denominator of equation ( 2)

requires knowledge of the energies, spins and parities of

the excited states of all nuclei to which the compound nu-

cleus can decay. If only the low lying states are known,

a level density function must be employed for higher excite

tion energies. Of course, the accuracy of the results will

depend on how well the level density is represented.

For our particular case the decay by one neutron

emission is the only relevant channel, because at 13.5 MeV

excitation energy in Pb charged particle emission is

strongly inhibited by the Coulomb barrier. To evaluate equa

tion (2) we need to know the levels of Pb up to

6.1 MeV excitation energy. As shown previous by (see table 7.)

a 1'vel density function is unable to describe the actual

level density in this range.

Fortunately, Pb has been studied extensively

and there are "78 levels up to this excitation energy (see

ref. 8). However only for 13 of these levels the spins and

parities are well stablished. For 36 of the levels the most

probable spin and parity is indicated and we are left with

29 levels with unknown spins and parities. For these 29 le-

vels we haà to make spins and parities assignments which

are discussed bellow.
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The transmission coefficients that appear in

equation (2) were evaluated using a standard optical model

program with parameters taken from Rapaport et al. . Ta-

ble II gives the allowed I values for all possible spin sta

tes in Pb, that can be reached from the decay of the 0+

state in

The evaluation of the transmission coefficients

show that the highest values of T» are obtained for

S = (l/2)+. Thus we attributed the value (l/2)+ to the 29

levels with unknown spins and parities. This is an unreaso-

nable assumption, but it gives a lower limit for the inten-

sity of the high energy neutrons. Since most of the unknown

spins are at higher excitation energies, with this assump-

tion we are favouring the decay into these states in detri-

ment of decay into the first few excited states of Pb

Using this assumption we obtain the neutron spectrum shown

in Fig. 2-a by the dashed line. We have added all neutrons

in 1 MeV intervals and normalized the obtained spectrum to

agree with the measured spectrum in the 4-5 MeV range of

207
excitation energy in Pb. The number of predicted high

energy neutrons is about half of the experimental result.

A more realistic assumption can be made to assign

spins and parities to these 29 levels. Pb is perhaps,

one of the best systems for the application of the particle
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vibrator model, because of the purity of the double shell

closure and the knowledge of many and well separated levels

in Pb. The adequateness of this model was corrobarated

by the extensive study of Pb levels, by (p,p') inelastic

scattering in Pb, carried out by Wagner et al. , cove

ring the same range of excitation energies used here. Seve-

ral states were identified as coming from the coupling of

single hole states with low lying states in Pb.

we calculated the distribution of states in Pb

using the particle vibrator model with the single hole sta-

tes 3~, 5", 2+, 4+ and 8 + of 208Pb. Based on the results of

Wagner et al. we considered the coupling of the positi-
ons

ve parity states of Pb only with I?-,,?' Using this space

we obtain 84 distinguishable states while the number of

observed states is 78. The distributions of spins and pari-

ties od these 84 states is shown in Fig. 3 along with the

distribution of spins and parities of the 49 levels which

{8)
were deduced from experiment . The latter includes also

the spins and parities that ;?re indicated in ref. . As

Fig. 3 shows the experimental and calculate distributions

of spins and parities follow the same patern. it is interes

ting to note that the distribution of even and odd parity

in not identical and all level density functions

assume an equal number of odd and even parity states, thus
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they will be inadequate for this range of excitation energies

in 2 0 7Pb.

Based on the calculated distribution of spins and

parities we assigned spins and parities (9/2) to the 29 le-

vels with unknown spins and parities, obtaining the spectrum

shown in Fig. 2-b by the dashed line. From Fig. 3, S should be

(9/2) or higher. Fig. 3 also shows that the assumption made

previous by of the 29 levels with S = 1/2 can be excluded.

Under this more realistic assumption the relative

intensity of high energy neutrons is in agreement with the

experimental results as shown in Fig. 2-b. There is a diffe-

rence between the detailled shape of the calculated and mea-

sured spectra. This difference is caused by the finite

resolution of the experimental spectrum not taken into

account in the calculated spectrum.

In Fig. 4 we show the predicted spectrum of neu-

trons under the same assumption of Fig. 2-b, but taking

into account that the experimental resolution of the measu-

red spectra is 500 keV . It is assumed that the number of

predicted neutrons feeding each of these levels is repre-

sented by a Gaussian having SOO keV FWHM. The curve shown in

Fig. 4 is the sum of 78 Gaussians, one for each neutron

group, having an area equal to the corresponding neutron
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intensity. The agreement between the measured and calculated

spectrum is excellent.

3. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown that if a Hauser-Feshbach calcula-

tion is performed using the known levels of Pb, instead

of a level density function, the measured neutron spectrum,

resulting from the decay of the BO giant resonance can be

completely explained . Neutron decay from the EO giant re-

sonance is statistical.

If the excitation energy in the residual nucleus

is only a few MeV above the ground state it is not possible

to represent well its levels by a level density function

This is the case for the studies performed previously

about neutron decay spectra from the El giant resonance

Therefore the conclusions about how much is direct or sta-

tistical are questionable.

In the case of neutron decay spectra from the

Giant Resonances it is not possible to obtain high enough

excitation energies in order to represent the levels of the

residual nucleus by a level density function and ignore the

low lying states. When the excitation energy is * 8 MeV above the

threshold for In emission, the 2n channel will usually be

open. The neutron spectrum will be dominate by 2n decays,

which because of the energy available will populate low
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Lying states in the residual nuclei. When the excitation

snergy is * 8 MeV above the threshold for 2n decay, the 3n

lecay channel will be open and these decays will again popu

Late the low lying states in the residual ruclei.

Since the dominant neutron decay mode (ln,2n,...)

will always involve excitation energies s 8 MeV in the re-

sidual nuclei it is probably better to use a nuclear model to

predict the number of levels, spins and parities, when the-

se are not available from experiments.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1 - Solid line: measured neutron spectrum from the decay

208
of the E0 giant resonance in Pb (ref. 7). Dotted

line: predicted neutron spectrum performing a stati£

tical calculation using a level density function to

represent the levels of 207Pb. E x is the excitation

energy in Pb.

Fig. 2 - The solid line is the measured neutron spectrum from

the decay of the E0 giant resonance in 2 o 8Pb ( 7 ). The

dashed line is the predicted neutron spectrum using

the known levels of Pb. The 29 levels with unknown

spins and parities are assumed to be (1/2)* in a)

and (9/2)+ in b) (see text). The different neutron

groups are summed in 1 MeV intervals. E is the exci

tation energy in Pb.

Fig. 3 - Distribution of spins and parities for the levels of

Pb. The dashed curve is obtained from experljnental

results (ref. 8) and the solid curve is the distribu

tion predicted by the particle vibrator model. The

areas under the dashed and solid curves are different

because from the 78 levels observed in 207Pb, 29 ha-

ve unknown spins and parities.



Fig. 4 - The histogram is the measured neutron decay spectrum

from the EO giant resonance in Pb (ref. 7). The

curve is the predicted spectrum using a Hauser-Fesh-

bach calculation under the same assumptions as Fig.

2-b, but taking into account the resolution of the

experiment (500 keV). E?ch of the 78 neutron groups

is represented by a gaussian with FWHM = 500 keV.



TABLE I

Level density of 207Pb

Energy Interval

(Mev)

0-1

1-2

2-3

3-4

4-5

5-6

Number of

Equation (1)

0.1

0.4

2

8

32

130

levels

Exp<8)

3

1

5

24

32

13

TABLE II

Allowed I values

spins

positive
parity

negative
parity

1/2

0

1

3/2

2

1

5/2

2

3

7/2

4

3

9/2

4

5

11/2

6

5

13/2

6

7

15/2

8

7

17/2

8

9

19/2

10

9
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